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SCOPE OF PROJECT

1. REMOVE EXISTING BUILT-UP ROOF SYSTEMS, ABATE AS REQUIRED,
2. REPLACE DAMAGED (S) WOOD ROOF DECK (UNIT COST/QUANTITY ALLOWANCE),
3. INSTALL NEW TITLE 24-COMPLIANT BUILT-UP ROOF SYSTEMS,
4. INSTALL NEW GUTTERS AND DOWNSPOUTS AS SHOWN IN THE DRAWINGS,
5. PAINT ROOF SHEET METAL FLASHINGS.

DRAWING NO. | TITLE
--- | ---
A1.0 | TITLE SHEET, GENERAL NOTES, ABBREVIATIONS AND LEGEND
A1.2 | SITE PLAN
A2.0 | ROOF DEMOLITION PLAN
A2.5 | ROOF PLAN
A2.1 | WALK PATH LAYOUT
A10.4B | ROOF DETAILS
A10.41 | ROOF DETAILS
A10.42 | ROOF DETAILS
A10.43 | ROOF DETAILS
A10.44 | ROOF DETAILS